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Issue
Management Audit Services (MAS) conducted an audit of the Information Technology
Services (ITS) Emergency Response/Information Technology Recovery Plan (DRP) to verify

whether the DRP is current, adequate, and effective to ensure the continuity of operations.
The D RP was developed to restore data processing services in the event of a disruption. The
objective of the DRP is to identifY and document mission critical processes and procedures

to easily and quickly respond and recover from emergency and/or disaster impacts within 72
hours. ITS conducts tests of these mission critical systems on a semi-annual basis to
determine whether the DRP is effective.

Scope
The scope of the audit included a review of the DRP and an assessment of the scheduled
testing conducted on July 2005. The audit did not include the Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) DRP, Advanced Transportation Management System (ATMS) DRP
and the Emergency Preparedness Plan (EPP).

Finding
72-Hour Recovery Goal ror All Mission Critical Systems Never Tested
ITS has not tested the 72-hour recovery of all seven mission critical systems. Consequently,
the effectiveness of the DRP to meet the requirements in the Emergency Preparedness Plan

(EPP) cannot be determined. Although ITS successfully conducts a 48-hour test of selected
mission critical systems on a semi-annual basis, the recovery of all mission critical systems
within 72-hours remains uncertain.

Management will present to the ITS Steering Committee an overview of the current process,
the concurrent storage strategy, and issues that need to be addressed to meet the recovery
target as specified in Metro's EPP.

Nex Step
MAS wil perform a follow-up review to determine completion of this issue.
Attachment: ITS DRP Audit Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introducton
the Los Angeles County

Management Audit Servces (MAS) conducted an audit of

Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA) Information Technology Servces
(ITS) Emergency Response/Information Technology Recovery Plan (DRP). A DRP

defines the resources, actions, tasks and data required to manage the business
recovery process in the event of a business interruption. The DRP provides a
systematic process to easily and quickly respond to and recover mission critical
systems from devastating events.
This audit was included in MAS' annual plan for fiscal year 2006.
Objective

The objective of the audit was to verifY whether the ITS DRP is current, adequate, and
effective to ensure the continuity of operations.

Audit Conclusion
ITS DRP is current and adequate, however, the DRP effectiveness cannot be
ascertained unti ITS executes the recovery of all mission critical systems in a single

test.

Summary of Significant Issue
72-Hour Recovery Goal for All Mission Critical Systems Disaster Never Tested
ITS has not tested the 72-hour recovery of al seven ITS mission critical systems.
Consequently, the effectiveness of the DRP to meet the Emergency Preparedness

Plan's (EPP) requirements cannot be determined. Although ITS successfuy
conducts a 48-hour test of selected mission critical systems on a semi-annual basis,
the recovery of al mission critical systems within 72-hours remains uncertain. We
recommend that the ChiefInformation Offcer (CIO) develop, for ITS Steering

Committee review, a cost/benefit analysis identifYng the costs of conducting a 72hour test and the risks associated with not completing a fu 72-hours test in order to
confirm ITS' abilty to recover within the DRP and EPP specified timeframe.
Management concurred with this finding and wi present to the IT Steering
Committee an overvew of the current process, the concurent storage strategy, and
the issues to be addressed to meet the recovery target as specifed in Metro's
Emergency Preparedness Plan.
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INTRODUCTION

Background
The DRP was developed to restore data processing servces in the event of a

disruption. The objective of the DRP is to identifY and document mission critical
processes and procedures to easily and quickly respond and recover from emergency
and/or disaster impacts. The goal is to restore mission critical computer operations
within 72 hours. The CIO is responsible for maintaining, updating and testing the
DRP.

The DRP identifies the following systems as mission critical systems: (1) Financial
Information System (FIS); (2) Human Resources Management System; (3)
Maintenance & Materiel Management System (M3); (4) Payroll; (5) Revenue

Collection/ Universal Fare System; (6) Transit Operations & Trends System (TOTS);
and (7) Safety Tracking and Reporting. ITS conducts tests of these mission critical
systems on a semi-annual basis to determine whether the DRP is effective.

The DRP was tested on JulY 2005 at an offsite facility. The primary objective of this
exercise was to reconstrct critical systems and applications including FIS and TOTS
using back-up tapes stored offsite. The secondary objectives were to recover email
servers, Intel servers and the M3 system. Pre-exercise meetings were held with the
intent to familarize recovery support and user teams with their roles in this exercise
and their responsibilities within the ITS Emergency Notification & Mobilization Plan
and the DRP. Post-meetings were conducted to identifY lessons learned. User
departments partcipated to verifY and test the integrity of the systems and data.

Scope
The audit scope reviewed the ITS DRP and the scheduled testing conducted on JulY

2005. The audit did not include the Supervsory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) DRP, Advanced Transportation Management System (ATMS) DRP and the
EPP.

The audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted governent auditing
standards and the Information Systems Audit and Control Foundation's Control
Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) and included such tests

and procedures as were considered necessary under the circumstances.
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Methodology
Our methodology included:
. Interviewing key personnel;

· Reviewig the proposed ITS DRP dated January 10,2005;
· Attending the post DRP test meeting held on October 19,2005;

· Reviewing the DRP test analysis document;
site backp facilty, Iron Mountain; and
· Penorming a floor check of the 2nd floor computer room, located at the Gateway
Buiding.
· Visiting the off
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Finding #1: 72-Hour Recovery Goal for Al Mission Critical Systems Disaster Never
Tested

The ITS DRP and EPP state that the objective for computer operations is to restore
mission critical systems within 72-hours. There is no basis identified in either the
DRP or the EPP explaining the need to have all seven mission critical systems
operational with a 72-hour period.

We noted that ITS has not performed a test to recover all seven mission critical
systems to validate the ITS DRP and EPP goal. Instead, ITS conducts two semiannual tests of 48 continuous hours on selected mission critical systems. However,
listed systems within 72 hours.

these tests do not confirm ITS ability to restore al

Therefore, the recovery of all mission critical systems is uncertain durng an

emergency. Untimely recovery of these systems may result in operational delay and
disruption.
According to ITS, penorming a continuous 72-hour testing of all mission critical

systems requires extensive use of personnel and could leave the agency with
insuffcient support for the test duration.

To determine transit agency best practice, MAS sureyed five transit agencies
questioning whether recovery of all mission critical systems is penormed in a single
test. Two of five agencies responded. One agency stated that only one system is

tested on an annual basis because they only have one mission critical system. The
other agency penorms testig on an annual basis only on one or two of the five

mission critical systems.
Based on this survey, we conclude that LACMTA's DRP testing is more
comprehensive than the surey respondents. However, our ability to recover al

mission critical systems within 72-hours as specified in the DRP and EPP goal has
not been corroborated by testing and remains uncertain.

Recommendation
MAS recommends that the CIO develop, for ITS Steerig Committee review, a
cost/benefit analysis identig the resources needed to conduct a test of al seven

mission critical systems versus the risk of not conducting such a test within the
timeframe specified by the DRP and EPP. The cost/benefit analysis should include

an evaluation whether al seven mission critical systems need to be recovered within
72-hours.
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Management Response
To ensure Metro's abilty to recover its mission critical systems within 72 hours
followig a disaster, ITS is pursuing approval for capital funding to establish a
concurrent storage strategy that wi significantly minimize the amount of time
required to restore Metro's growing volume of data. Currently, ITS manages 30
terabytes of data, or 30,000 gigabytes.

As recommended, the Chief Information Offcer wil present at the next IT Steering
Committee meeting an overvew of the current process, the concurrent storage
strategy, and the issues to be addressed to meet the recovery target as specified in the
EPP.

Finding #2: No Target Dates for DRP Updates
According to CO

BIT, management should establish change control procedures to

ensure that the plan reflects actual business requirements. Critical data and
operations should be identified, documented, prioritized and approved by the
business process owners, in cooperation with ITS management.
The update process does not have target dates for completion and finalizing the DRP.
During our audit, the DRP in effect was dated November 2002 and a revised DRP was
drafted in January 2005. In December 2005, ITS management completed the DRP

and it was finalized and approved in February 2006. The absence of a cuent DRP
creates confusion among the recovery teams consequently impacting LACMTA's

ability to recover mission critical systems.
MAS discussed this issue with ITS management and we recommended ITS include a

target date for the review and approval of the DRP in each year's plan. ITS
management implemented a process in the Work Activity Calendar to review the ITS

DRP annualy, each December.
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Finding #3: Original Draft DRP Needed Improvement

mission
critical system was not current; b) mission critical systems were not prioritized in the
order that they are to be restored; c) personnel contact list, persons authorized to
declare a disaster and recovery team organization chart, were not current; and d)
Our review of

the January 10,2005 draft DRP indicated that: a) the listing of

transportation arrangements for recovery team members to the hot-site was not

addressed.
According to COBIT, management should provide for change control procedures to

ensure that the plan reflects actual business requirements. Critical data and
operations should be identified, documented, prioritized and approved by the
business process owners, in cooperation with IT management.
During the audit, MAS discussed these issues with ITS management and the
associated recommendations were addressed and included in the DRP durng the
audit period. ITS management updated and completed the ITS DRP in December
2005 and it was approved and finalized in February 2006.
We wish to acknowledge the assistance received from the ITS staff The information
and time they provided to us contributed significantly to the overall effectiveness of
the audit.

~
Thu lun 01 14:24:55 20

Ruthe Holden
Managing Director
November 2005

Audit Team:
Lizzette Espinoza
Rose Sanchez

Beni Warshawsky
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Interoffice Memo
Date

May 24. 2006

To

Ruthe Holden
Managing Director

From

Elizabeth Bennett c:

Chief Information O£&eY
Subjec

Information Technology Servces Disaster
Recovery Plan Draft Audit
Report No. 06-ITS-OIO

To ensure Metro's abilty to recover its mission critical systems within 72 hours
following a disaster. ITS is pursuing approval for capital funding to establish a

concurrent storage strategy that wil significantly minimize the amount of time required
to restore Metro's growing volume of data. Currently. ITS manages 30 terabytes of data.
or 30.000 gigabytes.

As recommended. the Chief Information Offcer wil present at the next IT Steering
Committee meeting an overvew of the current process, the concurrent storage strategy.
and the issues to be addressed to meet the recovery target as specified in Metro's
Emergency Preparedness Plan (EPP).
If

you have any questions, please call me at ext. 24522.

cc: Lonnie Mitchell
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LISTING OF ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY

Acron
BCP

Term
Business Continuity Plan

Definition
An all-encompassing, "umbrella" term covering

both disaster recovery planning and business
resumption planning. Also see disaster recovery

lannin and business resum tion lannin .
COBIT

DRP

Control Objectives for
Information and related
Technology

Audit standards set by Information Systems
Audit and Control Association. These standards
represent a consensus of experts to optimize ITenabled investments, ensure servce delivery and
provide a measure to evaluate MTA practices
a ainst ob'ective criteria.

The document that defines the resources,
actions, tasks and data required to manage the

Disaster Recovery Plan

business recovery process in the event of a
business interrption. The plan is designed to

assist in restoring the business process within

the started disaster recove oals
FIS

Financial Information

Oracle system that manages LACMTA's finances

S stem

GAGAS

Generally Accepted
Government Audit
Standards
Hot-site

includin vendor a ent and rocurement.
Audit standards issued by the Government
Accountabilty Offce in 2003 that are used by

MAS for al audits and reviews.
An alternate facility that has the equipment and

resources to recover the business functions
affected by the occurrence of a disaster. Similar

Terms: Backup site; Recovery site; Recovery
Center; or Alternate rocessin site.
ITS
LACMTA

MAS

M3

O/S

Information Technology
Servces

LACMT A department

Los Angeles County

Metropolitan
Trans ortation Authori
Management Audit
Servces

LACMTA departent

Maintenance & Materiel

System implemented in 2005 to track and

Mana ement S stem

mana e invento and track vehicle maintenance.

Operating System

/S makes sure that different programs and users
nning at the same time do not intenere with
ach other. It is also responsible for security and
andles input/output to and from attached
ardware devices, such as hard disks, printers,

nd dial-u orts.
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LISTING OF ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY
TOTS

Transit Operations &

System that tracks bus operator's hours.

Windows

Trends System
Windows experience

An operating system for Microsoft Windows.

XP
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